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SUMMARY 
Referring to the pn, A (Functionally regular) axiom of Van Est and Freudenthal 
[W. T. Van Est and H. Freudenthal, Trenning durch Stetigkeit Funktionen in 
topologischen Raumen, Indagationes Math. 15, 369-368 (1961)] the following are 
included in the results. Functionally regular spaces with weak topology of point 
countable type or pseudocompact or such that the weak topology is the semi- 
regularization can be densely and Cc-embedded in a functionally regular space that 
is closed in every functionally regular space it is embedded in (FR oloeed). A 
functionally regular spaoe can be C*-embedded as a closed and nowhere dense 
subset of an FR olosed space iff its weak topology is realcompact. Any functionally 
regular space may be C*-embedded as a nowhere dense subset of a FR-closed space. 
A functionally regular space is C-embedded in every functionally regular space it 
is embedded in iff its weak topology is almost compact. Further results are obtained 
on the C-embedding of pseudocompact subsets. 
1. JXCRODUCTION 
A space X is functionally regular if for x E X, A C X, x $ A, A closed 
x and A are functions@ separated. Two sets A and B are functionally 
separated if there exists a continuous function f to the real line such that 
f(A) n f(B)=fk Van E t s and Freudenthal [6] introduced this axiom in 
1951 end it w&s studied further by the author in [l] and [2]. In this paper 
we investigate the embedding of functionally regular spaces in spaces 
that sre closed in every functionally regular space they are embedded 
in and extend further the results on C- and C*-embedding in [2]. In 
general the terminology is the same as in [2]. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
THEOREM 1. The following are equivalent for a topological space X. 
(a) X is functionally regular. 
(b) For x E X, A C X, x $ A, A closed, there exists a zero set 2 such 
thst XEZC -A. 
(c) For z E X, A C X, x 4 A and A the intersection of Ffl sets, x and A 
are functionslly separsted. 
(d) For x E X, A C X, x $ A, A closed there exists a continuous function 
g to a functionally regular Es space = functionally regular & space = 
space where points are zero sets such that g(x) n g(A) =!ii 
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PROOF. (a) + (b) was proved in [2]. 
(c) + (a) + (d) is immediate. (b) --f (c). For x $ H = v H,, where each 
H, is closed there exists zero sets 2, such that x E 2, C NH,, and hence 
XEnZ,C NH,. (d) --f (a) Th e f unction f(g) functionally separates x 
from A where f is a function such that g(x) is a zero set of f. 
THEOREM 2. A C-embedded set that is the intersection of F, sets in 
a functionally regular space is closed. A C-embedded subset with weak 
topology realcompact in a functionally Hausdorff space is closed. 
PROOF. The first statement follows from theorem 1 and the second 
statement follows from the result in Gillman and Jerison [7] that C- 
embedded realcompact subsets of completely regular spaces are closed. 
We note that this theorem generalizes results in [2]. 
The following Lemma will be useful in our subsequent work. 
LEMMA 3. If the complements of open sets of subbase of (X, Y) are 
functionally separated from points not contained in them, then (X, Y) 
is functionally regular. 
THEOREM 3. Functional regularity is a productive property. 
3. FUNCTIONALLY REGULAR CLOSED EXTENSIONS 
In [l] it was shown that every functionally regular closed space (PR- 
closed) is functionally Hausdorff closed (PH-closed). i.e. A functionally 
regular space is closed in every functionally regular space it is embedded 
in iff it is a functionally regular space that is closed in every functionally 
Hausdorff space it is embedded in. It is known that every HausdoriI space 
(Urysohn space) is densely embedded in an H-closed space (a Urysohn- 
closed space). However regular-closed spaces are not necessarily densely 
embedded in regular closed spaces. The first of these results are due to 
M. Kat&ov and the last two results are due to H. Herrlich. See [3]. 
Stephenson [9] has shown that functionally Hausdorff spaces are densely 
embeddable in PH-closed spaces. We will show in this section that every 
functionally regular space is embeddable in an F&closed space but we 
do not know whether they are densely embeddable. G. E. Strecker [3] 
has shown that every Hausdorff space can be embedded as a closed set 
of an H-closed space. We prove an analogous theorem for functionally 
Hausdorff spaces, noting that (X, YY) in this paper is the weak topology 
for (X, Y). 
THEOREM 4. Let (X, Y) be functionally Hausdorff; then (X, Y) may 
be embedded as a C*-embedded closed nowhere dense subset of an FH- 
closed space. 
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PROOF. Set (X,w)=/?Y N Y as indicated in [7, p. 1381 so that 
/?X C BY. Construct a new topology (2, ‘%) on BY with subbase consisting 
of open sets of BY and complements of closed sets of (X, 9). Since the 
members of the subbase of (2, ‘B) not in ,6Y are dense in BY, BY is the 
semiregularization of (2, %) [4, p. 1381 and hence the weak topology of 
(2, %) so that (2, %) is J’H closed [3]. The fact that (X, r) is a P- 
embedded nowhere dense closed set of (2, a) completes the proof. 
However for functionally regular spaces the analagous theorem is 
conditioned on the weak topology being realcompact. 
THEOREM 5. A functionally regular space (X, 9) can be embedded 
as a C*-embedded closed nowhere dense subset of an F&closed space 
iff (X,?V) is realcompact. 
PROOF. Let (X, ?V) be realcompact. We use the same construction of 
(2, a) as in Theorem 4 and thus establish that (X, F) is closed nowhere 
dense and C*-embedded in (2, @). It remains to be shown that (2, ‘%) 
is functionally regular. Let A be closed in (X, F) and hence in (2, @) 
and let z #A. The fact that (X, F) ’ IS f unctionally regular and C*-embedded 
in (2, a) establishes that x and A are functionally separated if 2 E X. 
Let S=@X. If x q! X but x E (S, as) there is a zero set in ,9X N X of 
,9X containing x since (X, W) is realcompact. This zero set can be extended 
to a zero set of (2, &) as /?X is C-embedded in /3Y. So that again x is 
functionally separated from A. If x 4 S, x is functionally separated from 
A in virtue of the fact that x is completely separated from S in /?Y. 
In general if A is closed in /?Y and x 4 A then it is immediate that it: 
and A are functionally separated. The functional regularity of (2, ‘4%) is 
established by an application of Lemma 3. 
Suppose (X, r) is embedded as a C*-embedded closed nowhere dense 
subset of a functionally regular closed space (2, %). Then (2, v) the 
weak topology for (2, ‘%) is a compactification of (2 N X, VsYx). Since 
(2, ??Z) is functionally regular 2 N X is the union of zero sets of (2, v) 
and is hence of point-countable type and by results of Vaughan and 
Mrowka [lo, Th. 1 and 2.31 (X,W) is realcompact. 
In discussing the dense embedding of functionally regular spaces in 
F&closed space two FH-closed extensions will play a major role aX of 
Stephenson [9] and nGx of d’Aristotle [5]. Let d be the set of all free 
maximal completely regular filters (free maximal Z-filters) on X and let 
oX(nX) be the topological space whose points are elements of X u d 
with open sets generated by { VT*1 ?’ is open in X>, where 
V*=VU{.Fed: VEE} (V*=VU{leA: ‘VT>9 for some *Et}). 
Note if X is completely regular aX = nX = ,9X and both of these extension 
are projectively minimal but not projectively minimum [5]. In general 
the open sets of ZX are larger than those of ax. 
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THEOREM 6. If (X, r) is functionally regular and (X, w) is of point- 
countable type or pseudocompact then (X, Z) is densely and C*-embedded 
in some FR-closed apace. 
PROOF. Consider the topology ( Y, &) generated on Y =@X by the 
open sets of /?(X, w) and the open sets of (X, 5). If (X, w) is of the 
point-countable type ( Y, @) will be functionally regular; for if T is open in 
(X, r) and z ET there exists a zero set 21, in ( Y, %P) such that 2 E 21 n X CT 
and a zero set Zz in (Y, a) such thtlt ~~2s CX (see [ 10, p. 3441) so 
that 21 n 22 is a zero set of (Y, ‘9) such that x E 21 r\ Zz C T. Using 
the fact that /?X is completely regular and applying Lemma 3 the func- 
tional regularity of ( Y, %) follows and hence that of aX which has a 
topology weaker than that of ( Y, a). For aX can be generated by sets 
of the form X(T) =T u E(T) where E(T) n X is the interior of T with 
respect to (X,w) and E(T) is open in /?X. 
Suppose X is pseudocompact and functionally regular. We will show 
that I~X is functionally regular. Let U be a basic open set of nX and 
let z E 27 r\ X. There exists a zero set 2 of X such that x E 2 C U n X. 
From the pseudocompactness of X, z the closure of 2 in /?X is a zero set. 
See [7, p. 1261. By the definition of nX, z C U. Suppose x E U NX. 
Then there is a Z-ultrafllter 9 on X converging to x. .9v contains a zero 
set 2 such that x E z C U where again 2 is the closure of 2 in /?X. 
Similar to the last part of the proof of theorem 6, we can prove the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 7. Let (X, r) be functionally regular. Then (X, F) has a 
functionally regular extension (Y, @) in which (X, r) is dense and C- 
embedded in and such that the weak topology for ( Y, %) is realcompact. 
THEOREM 8. Any functional regular space may be C*-embedded as 
a nowhere dense subset of an FR-closed space. 
PROOF. Theorems 5 and 7. 
We conclude this section with an embedding theorem that does not 
depend on the weak topology but depends on how deviant the space is 
from its weak topology. 
THEOREM 9. Let the semiregularizcttion [4, p. 1381 of (X, r) be 
(X, #‘) where (X, r) is functionally regular. Then (X, 9) mrty be densely 
and C*-embedded in a FR-closed space. 
PROOF. From [4] a subbase for the open sets of (X, r) must consist 
of open sets of (X, #‘) and a family 9 of dense sets of (X, w) such that 
finite intersections of members of $9 are members of 9. Construct a new 
topology on 2 = /?(X, 9+‘) consisting as subbase open sets of /?X and sets 
of the form D u (2 N X) for D E ~9. The resulting topology is FR-closed. 
4. ON C- AND C*-EMBEDDING 
The following was proved in [2]. 
THEOREM 10. Let (X, F) be pseudocompact and embedded in ~1 
functionally regular space (Y, @). Then (X, F) is C-embedded in (Y, ‘%) 
iff (X, w) is C-embedded in ( Y, V) the weak topology for ( Y, a). 
We can improve theorem 4 of [2] as follows: 
THEOREM 11. The following are equivalent for a functionally regular 
space (X, F). 
(a) Given two disjoint zero sets of X. One has the property that every 
fl-cozero cover has a finite subcover. 
(b) (X,w) is almost compact. 
(c) Every embedding of (X, F) in a functionally regular space is a 
C-embedding. 
(d) Every embedding of (X, F) in a functionally regular space is a 
C*-embedding. 
PROOF. (a) e (b) f 11 o ow s f rom the fact that a completely regular space 
a subset is compact iff every F-cozero cover has a finite subcover 
(b) + (c) --f (d) was proved in [2], (d) + (b) was Grst proved by J. Porter. 
We put in a proof only for, completeness sake. Construct the topology 
(Y, @) on Y = X u [a] u [b] where a, b E ,!?X N X from the open sets of 
(X, 9) and the relativized topology on Y with respect to ,8X. Construct 
the quotient topology (2, rV) where the points of 2 are each equivalent 
classes and [a, b] is an equivalence class. Since (Y, a’) is functionally 
Hausdorff there exists & function f to the reals such that f(a) #f(b) so 
that (X, r) is not C*-embedded in (2, V). With the help of lemma 3 
we establish thst (Y, a) and hence (2, ‘i”) are functionally regular. 
We note the above argument can be used to amplify the proof of 
theorem 2 in [2]. 
We thus have 
COROLLARY 11. A space (X, r) is C-embedded in every functionally 
Htlusdorff (functionally regular) [completely regular] space it is embedded 
in iff (X, F) is B’IZ-closed [2] ((X, w) is almost compact) [(X, r) is 
almost compact a result due to Hewitt [7, p. 9511. 
In [2] it was shown that completely pseudooompact spaces (zero sets 
are pseudocompitct) were C-embedded in functionally regular spaces such 
that the weak topology is functionally normal and W. W. Comfort extended 
this result to almost pseudocompact spaces (one of each pair of disjoint 
zero sets is pseudocompact). 
THEOREM 12. Let (X, F) be functionally regular with the weak 
topology satisfying (a). Then any closed almost pseudocompact subspace 
is C-embedded. 
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(a) If A and B are disjoint closed sets of (X, y) there exists a perfectly 
T4 space (Y, %) and a continuous function f : X -+ Y such that 
f(A) n f(B) = 6 
PROOF. Suppose A is a pseudocompact zero set of M. Then f(A) is 
a zero set of (Y, a) so there is a function g to the reals such that g(A) = 0 
and g(B)>O. The theorem follows by an application of Isiwata’s theorem 
and theorem 10 (Isiwata’s theorem states that a function on a pseudo- 
compact space that is positive on a zero set of that space is bounded away 
from zero on that zero set.) 
NOTE. Some well-known spaces as the Niemytski plane and the 
Sorgenfrey planes satisfy (a) of theorem 12 but it not easy to determine 
whether they are functionally normal or not. However the Tychonoff 
plank is functionally normal. Furthermore the Tychonoff plank has 
pseudocompact zero sets in fact C-embedded zero sets [7, p. 951. 
THEOREM 13. Let (X, 9-) be functionally regular with (X, W) satis- 
fying (b). Then any closed completely pseudocompact subset is C- 
embedded. 
(b) If A and B are disjoint closed sets of (X, 9) there exists a func- 
tionally normal Er space ( Y, %!) and a continuous function f : X -+ Y 
such that f(A) n f(B) = $3. 
PROOF. Since f(A) and f(B) are pseudocompact subsets of an Ei space 
they are closed. The function gf maps A and B onto disjoint closed sets 
of the real line where g functionally separates f(A) and f(B). 
5. A STRONGER CONDITION THAN FUNCTIONAL REGULARITY 
DEFINITION. A topological space (X, f) is k-functionally regular if 
for R, A C X, K n A =8, K compact in (X, V), A closed in (X, r) 
then K and A are functionally separated. 
THEOREM 14. The following are equivalent. 
For a space (X, r) 
(a) (X, r) is i&functionally regular. 
(b) If K, H C X, K n Ez = 0, K compact in (X, W), H an F, set in (X, 5) 
then K and H are functionally separated. 
(c) There is a continuous function f to a space Y such that in the weak 
topology compact subsets are zero sets and for each pair of sets K 
and A such that if K, A C X, K n A =e), K compact in (X, W), 
A closed in (X, y) then f(K) n f(A) = !A 
Completely regular spaces, Lindelof functionally Hausdorff spaces and 
subspaces of spaces satisfying condition (a) of Theorem 12 are k-function- 
ally regular. 
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We now prove an analogous theorem to Theorem 5. 
THEOREM 15. A k-functionally regular space (X, Y) can be embedded 
as a closed nowhere dense C*-embedded subsets of a L-functionally regular 
F&closed space iff every closed subset of (X, Y) is Lindelijf in (X, ?V). 
PROOF. Let (X, Y) be k-functionally regular such that every closed 
set is Lindelof in (X, ?V). Construct the topology (2, %) as in theorems 
4 and 5. Let F, K C 2, F closed K compact F n K = 8. If F is not compact 
F C X and F is Lindelof in (X, ?Y) and hence Lindelof in ,8(X, V) so 
that every cover of F by cozero sets of (2, a) has a countable subcover 
so there is a zero set containing K and disjoint from F. 
Suppose (X, Y) is embedded as a C*-embedded closed nowhere dense 
subset of a k-functionally regular F&closed space (2, %). Then (2, V) 
the weak topology for (2, a) is a compactification B of (2 N F, V.zN~) 
for F closed in (X, Y). Since (2, @) is k-functionally regular for K 
compact K n F = 9, there is a zero set 2 of B(2 N F) such that K C 2 C -F 
so that 2 N F is of countable type and by a theorem of M. Henriksen 
and J. R. Isbell [lo, Th. l] F is Lindeliif in B(Z N F) and hence in (X,w). 
COROLLARY 15. A completely regular space may be embedded as a 
closed nowhere dense C*-embedded subset of a k-functionally regular 
F&closed space iff its Lindelof. 
EXAMPLE. Let (X, Y) be realcompact and not Lindelof. Use the con- 
struction of Theorem 5 to construct an F&closed space (2, ‘3%) which 
(X, Y) is embedded in as a closed nowhere dense C*-embedded subset 
The space (2, %) is an example of a functionally regular space that is 
not k-functionally regular. 
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